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1.1. Definitions. Let 2~lcn be a given infinite series, and X„ a positive,

steadily increasing monotonic function of ra, tending to infinity with n. We

write

Cx(co) = Cx(«) =   2J   Cn,

and

Cx(t)(« - T)*-ldr (r > 0).
Xi

The series 2^c„ is said to be summable (7?, X, r), r^O, to C, if

C\(w)/u —»C,

as co—*oo (').

The series 22cn is said to be absolutely summable (7?, X, r), or summable

\R, X, r|, r^O, if

<*(»)/«' E BV(h, *)(2),

where h is a finite positive number(').

1.2. In 1916 Hardy proved the following theorem as an extension of the

well-known "second theorem of consistency" for Riesz summability(4), ob-

tained by him and Riesz.

Theorem A(6). If the series 2~l°n is summable (R, X, k), kS^O, to the sum C,

and h is a logarithmico-exponential function of X, such that

H = 0(X4),

where A is a constant, then the series 2~2cn is summable (R, p, k) to the same sum

C.

Received by the editors December 5, 1955, and, in revised form, June 1, 1956.

(') Riesz [10].

(2) By uf(x)EBV{h, k)" we mean that f(x) is a function of bounded variation in the in-

terval (h, k); throughout the present paper all infinite intervals are understood to be open on

the right.

(3) Obrechkoff [7] and [8].

(4) Hardy and Riesz, [3, pp. 30-33].

« Hardy [2].
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Hirst obtained a generalization^) of Hardy's theorem by replacing p. by

a more general function of X. Very recently Kuttner has shown that, while

Hirst's conditions are both necessary and sufficient in the case in which the

order of summability is an integer(7), there do not seem to be available any

reasonably simple conditions which are both necessary and sufficient in the

case in which the order of summability is nonintegral(8).

In 1942 Chandrasekharan proved(9) the direct analogue of Hardy's theo-

rem for the absolute summability of series by Rieszian means, thus confining

the type p. to a special class of logarithmico-exponential function. Very re-

cently Pati has extended the scope of applicability of the second theorem of

consistency for absolutely summable series, when the order of summability

is a positive integer, by establishing the following theorem.

Theorem B(10). If cp(t) is a non-negative and monotonic increasing function

of t for tTzO, steadily tending to infinity as t tends to infinity, such that, for posi-

tive integral k, <b(t) is a (n+l)th indefinite integral for t^O, and

W(t)/4>(t) E BV(h, oo) (r = 1, 2, • • • , k),

where h is a finite positive number, then any infinite series which is summable

| R, X„, k\ is also summable | R, c/>(X„), k\ .

The object of the present paper is to establish a parallel theorem in the

case in which the order of summability k is positive and nonintegral, and

cf>(-1)(t) is a monotonic nondecreasing function of t.

2.1. We establish the following theorem.

Theorem. If cp(t) is a non-negative and monotonic increasing function of t

for t^O, steadily tending to infinity as t tends to infinity, such that </>(1)(/) is

monotonic nondecreasing for t^O, cp(t) is a (k + 2)th indefinite integral for 1^0,

where k is the integral part of k(u), and

(2.11) r<p^(i)/<p(t) EBV(h, oo) (r=l,2,---,k+l),

where h is a finite positive number, then any infinite series which is summable

| R, X„, k| , is also summable | R, c6(X„), k\ .

2.2. It is evident that the truth or otherwise of the theorem depends only

upon the behavior of cp(t) for sufficiently large t. We may, therefore, alter

cp(t) in any finite range in any convenient way, and may suppose without

any loss of generality that h=\i, or even h=\i = 0, for the sake of con-

(•) Hirst [4].

(') Kuttner [5].

(8) Kuttner [6].

(9) Chandrasekharan [l].

(">) Pati [9].

(") We assume throughout that k is positive and nonintegral.
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venience, 0(Xi) =0, and that 4>(t) is a (& + 2)th indefinite integral for t^O in-

stead of only for sufficiently large /.

2.3. We require the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem.

Lemma 1(12). If k is a positive integer, then

1 /d\* k
Cx(<r)=-(-)Cx(<r).

k! \da/

Lemma 2. The nth derivative of {f(x)}m is a sum of constant multiples of

terms of the type

{/(*)} m~'{f(l)(x)} «{/«(*) }«•.-. {/<»>(*)} -,

where r^n, and the a's are positive integers or zeros such that

n n

2 a* = r>       X) var = n-
r-l r-l

Further, if m is a positive integer, then 0<r^m.

This is a particular case of a result due to Faa di Bruno(13) on the rath

derivative of a function of a function; the factor {f(x) }m~r accrues from the

differentiation of {f(x)}m with respect to f(x), and is multiplied by a zero

factor if m is a positive integer and r>m.

Lemma 3(u). Let <b(t) be a non-negative and monotonic increasing function

oftforf^O. If 5^0,

G(c) E BV(8, oo)

and

^/W)* 6W..) (r>0).

then

-j—.r- f " H(a)G(a)da E BV(8, oo).
{<Kv)}rJ>

Lemma 4. If

X(v)=   f ,<Tt+1{0W}"U(I>W}"1---  {0(*+2)Mr*+^<r,
J o

(") Hardy and Riesz [3, p. 31].

(») C de la Vallee Poussin [12, p. 89].

(") Pati [9, Lemma 3].
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and the a's are positive integers or zeros such that

0<a+ai + a2+--- + ak+2 = r g k + 1

and

ai + 2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + (k + 2)ak+2 = k + 2,

then, under the hypotheses (2.11) and h=0,

x(n)/{<i>(n)}reBV(0, oo).

This follows from a result due to Pati(16) on making the substitutions:

K = Jfe + l,Xl = 0.

Lemma 5. If n>r ^0, where r is an integer, and

F(cr) E BV(S,   oo), 5^0,

then

j^J\<b(v) - cb(o)}^co«Ko) {*(„)}'F(<r)dcr E BV(s, oo).

Proof. Since

I *(«-)}•■=   {cp(V)   -  (fa)   -  <?(*))}',

it suffices to show that, if F(a)EBV(S, oo), then

——;-; f{<b(v) - <p(o)}'-^4>w(<r)F(a)do E BV(s, oo)
\<p(v)}"-r J,

where K>r=ir'3i0. Putting k — r' = S, we have to show that

(    . .>.  f\<t>(v) - <p(a)}^cp^(a)F(cr)dcr E BV(s, oo).

Integrating by parts, we see that the above expression equals

1  / cp(s)Y 1 /•'

5 \ *(ij)/ 5{c>(7,)}5J,

Hence, it suffices to show that

FY      4>0)V
«(i») =   I    (1-— ) F™(tr)da E BV(s. oc)

J*  \ </>(??)/

Now

(16) Pat; [9  Lemma 4].
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/jwi -/;|/>.{(. --lOVH

/CO

l^t^Wl  (f<7   <   oc,

by hypothesis.

Lemma 6. If tc>r 2:0, where r is an integer, and

T—7- f F(a)da E BV(s, oo), j £ 0,

/Aera

1 r V 0(<r)V~r
TTTTT      t1--^)   FV)d*EBV(s,*>).
{(p(ri)}'J,   \ 0(7,)/

Proof. Integrating by parts we have

-.-r 1(1-— ) <-'F(o-)d<r

The result follows by an application of Lemma 5.

Lemma 7(16). If

G(x) =  I   £(x, u)g(u)du,
J a

then

/l  «J / /» QO "\ .»  00

| dG(x) I   :S upper bound < | £(m, m) |  +  |      | dz£(x, u)\\\     \ g(u) \ du.
a a<u V " u )    J a

3.1. Proof of the theorem. By hypothesis

Cx'MA" G 2*7(0, oo).

We have to show that

,   ...    f Cx(o-) 77 {0W - *Wl* G 57(0, oo),
{0(rj)J«Jo <*<r

('«) Tatchell [ll, Lemma 1 (i)].
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that is to say, by Lemma 1,

1        f/dy  k       d  . ,
7-777       (7-   Cx(<r) — {<p(v) - <p(cr)}<do E BV(0, »).
{<p(ti) \KJo   \dcr/ do-

Integrating the integral in the last expression k times by parts, we obtain

as the result of integration a constant multiple of

C '   h      / d\k+1
1= J   CMy-TJ     [<t>(ri) - 4>(°)}<do.

By Lemma 2, I can be expressed as the sum of constant multiples of

integrals of the type

f   Cx(«r) {*(,)  - C6(<r) } -r TJ   {*<»>(,) } «.iff|
•7 0 n-l

where the a's are positive integers or zeros such that

<xi + «2 + • • • + oik+i = r ^ k + I

and

ai+2a2+ ■■■ + (k+ l)ak+i = k + 1.

Consider the possibility:

«i + a2 + ■ • ■ + cxk+i = k + 1.

In this case, since

ai+2a2+ ■ ■ ■ + (k+ l)ak+i = k + 1,

by subtraction we get

<*2 +  2<X3 +   •  •   •   +   kdk+l   =   0.

Hence

c*2 = a3 = • • ■ = ctk+i = 0,

cxi = r = £ + 1.

Thus 1 can be expressed as the sum of constant multiples of integrals of

the type

ll  =    f   CxGO {<P(V)  - <t>(cr) } -' II   [ c6<«>(a) } -cfcr,
J 0 n=l

where

«i + <x2 + ■ ■ • + ctk+i = r < k

and
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«! + 2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + (k + l)ai+1 = k+1,

and the integral

/. =  fcxV){0« ~ 4>(o)Y~k-\<pa\c)}k+1do.
J 0

We first treat integrals of the type Ix. Writing

k Id     k+i
Cx(<r) = —Cx    (cr),

k + 1 do

and integrating by parts, we get integrals of the type

/n =   f  Cx+1W[0(r,) - 0W}""T"V1)(o-)n  {0<»>(o-)Wo-.
" 0 n=l

where

ai + a2 + ■ ■ ■ + a*+i = r < k,

ai + 2a2 +••■ + (*+ l)a*+i = k + 1,

and

/',   k+i - *+2Cx    (a){<p(v) ~ <p(a)}'~  II {<PMM}'»do;
0 n=X

where

ft + ft +   •  •  •   + ft+2  =  f +   1   <  K +   1,

ft + 2ft + • • • + (ft + 2)pk+2 = ft + 2.

We first prove that

(3.11) /n/{0(u)}«e 2*7(0, oo).

We have

/'\ , , ,   /Cx+1(o-)\/<r0U)(o-)\ai

. l*w-*wl--'*<-w{*w}'(-=r)(-^r) -■-
/«r*+10(*+1)(«r)\°*+I

V   0W    /

=  f'{0W -0(0-)}— WH'){<K°)}TF(.*)dc,
J 0

where F(<r)G£F(0, oo), by hypotheses (2.11), since C{+,(<r)/*+,G57(0,oo),

by virtue of the first theorem of consistency for absolute Riesz summability.

Hence, using Lemma 5, we obtain
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In/{cp(r,)}<EBV(0,  oo).

We next prove that

(3.12) Ii2/{<p(v)}'EBV(0, oo),

that is to say

i     c/cT(cr)\/      <p(o-)y-r     i+2(        ,

By Lemma 4, we have

1 /» i| i+2

7-r I   ffk+1 It {0(B>(ff)}3nrfo- e #7(0, °°)
i<l>(v)}rJo n-l

under the hypotheses (2.11).

Now, since

Cx+W</+1 E 57(0, =0),

we obtain, by Lemma 3,

1 F v/Cx+\<r)\ *+? .

Jc6(jj)}'-J0   \   cr*+1    / n=i

Finally, using Lemma 6, we get the result (3.12).

It remains for us to prove that

(3.13) (c6(tj)|'J0

G5F(0, »).

For k>0, we have(17)

k r(k +i) c" &   «
Cx(cr)   =-I      (cr - S) <"' — CXM<fc

r(K+ i)r(* + i-k)Jo ds

T(k + i) r      /•' i a 1 — «
=--*■ I     <— $(<r, 5) W   Cx(s)ds

r(* + i)r(*+i-it)L    Jo la* /

+ f\(o,s)js{s-'c:(s)}ds~j,

where

$(cr, 5) =   I    u'~1(cr — u)k~Kdu, cr ^ s

(17) Hardy and Riesz [3, p. 27, Lemma 6].
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■*(ff, s) = s'(a - s)k~', o- > S.

Since, by integration by parts,

-   fi— $(<r, s)\ s"d(s)ds =   f*(<r,s) — {s~'cl(s)\ds,
J o    \ds ) Jo ds

it follows that

t r(ft +1)        r  r° d . _, ,   ,
Cx(<r) = ---   k       $(<r, s)—{s   Cx(s)}ds

T(k+ l)r(ft+ 1 -k)L Jo ds l J

+   f*(<,,s) — {s~"cl(s)}ds\.
Jo ds J

Substituting this expression for C\(a), we see that we need only prove the

following to establish (3.13).

(3.14) 221/{0(r,)}'GJB7(O, oo)

and

(3.15) I22/{4>(v)}*EBV(0, oo),

where

In) C\ , , , C' *(°"> s)   d   . -K ,     .
T   \  = 000 - 0(o-)   -*"1} 0(1)(<r) }k+ldc )*;_{,   C,(s)}ds.
I22)        Jo Jo    *((T, s)  ds

Proof of (3.14). Since

hi/{d>(v)}"

=   r,_{r'rf(5)}<feT-^-r  f '   [0W  - 0(<r)}'-*-1{0<I>(o-)}*+1*(o-, 5)Ar,
•/O     <& {00?)}"*'*=.

it suffices, by virtue of Lemma 7, to prove only that, uniformly in 5>0,

„   1tn     3i(v,s) = -j-^-j- ("   }0W - 0(O-)}«-i-1{0<I)(o-)}^*(<r,,)(f(T
(3.16) \(b(r))\KJ,-.

EBV,(s, oo).

Now

1 /•', , . ,    /<J<pw(o-)\k

"■("s)- MT^J. •«'>" *wl—*">wl*wl'(-7*r)

X (— I   m'-Ho- - «)*-"<?« W<r,

and, therefore, by Lemma 5 and the hypotheses (2.11), it is sufficient for our
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purposes to show that, uniformly in 5>0,

1   ("
— I    u<-l(o — u)k~'du E BVJs, oo)
akJa

or, what is the same thing,

f   t"-\l - t)k'"dt E BVc(s, oo).

We have

lim    I    l"~l(l - t)k-'dt =   I    t"~l(l - t)k-"dt < oo.
a—»w    ./ aia J o

For any s>0, and for a>s, as cr increases, fl/J"~l(l —t)k~Kdt increases, and

on account of its uniform boundedness in (s, oo) it is of uniform bounded

variation in (s, oo).

Proof of (3.15). As in the proof of (3.14), it is sufficient, by virtue of

Lemma 7, to prove that, uniformly in s>0,

<S2(n,s) = 77777  f{<Kv) - cp(cT)}«-k-i{cpW(cr)}k+^(o;s)dcT
(3.17) [<t>(v)"J>

EBVv(s, oo).

Proof of (3.17). Since ty(cr, s) is not defined for cr = s, we define 32(s,s) as

lim,^, 3i(n, s), which we show below to be finite. Putting a = s + (r) — s)v, we

have

»  j'   r' /   fa - *)u -g)   ) *+i-*
{<*>«}-Jo U)-^ + (i-sw)

X {«(1)(s + 0? - *)»)} *+1»*-'(l - v)'~h-1dv.

Now

(, - S)(i - „)                  1
lim -= -■
.,-.. 4>(v) - cb(s + (v - s)v)      <j>^(s)

Hence

is<t>w(s)\' r1
Si(s, s) =  <-> vk~'(l - v)^k-ldv,

I   <b(s)    )    J0

which is finite, by hypotheses (2.11), since

(3.18) I    vk-'(l - v)K~k^dv < oo.
J o

In order to prove (3.17) we observe that
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/I  00 p   1

I d^2(v, s) |   ^  I   »*-«(l - v)"-k-1dv
J •/ 0

f " L [,. (     fa ~ 'X1 ~ ")     ]k+l" \<t>w(s + (v-s)v)}*+nI

KJs  I  T W - 4>(s + (v - s)v)f {<p(n)}<        "Jl"

Thus, in view of (3.18), it is sufficient for our purpose to show that, uniformly

in 0<i><l and 5>0,

I       (r, - s)(l - v)       \ "+'- [4>w(s + (r,- s)v)} w
W-> -;-;- £ 5F„(s,   oo).

U(v) - 0(5 + (r, - s)v)) {*(„)}«

Putting t\—s = t, we have only to show that, uniformly in 0<zj<1 and s>Q,

( (1   -  V)t )   k+l-, 1

F(l) = s'<-} -.-r Uw(s + vl) }k+i
(3.19) \cp(s+t)-cp(s + vt)j \cp(s+l)}^

£57,(0, oo).

Proof of (3.19). We write F(t) = U(t) V(t), where V(t) is the last factor in

the above expression for F(t), and U(t) the rest. Since <p(1)(t) is nondecreasing,

{cp(s+t) — cj>(s+ vt) }/(l — v)t is nondecreasing, and hence U(t) is nonincreas-

ing. We also see that V(t) is nondecreasing, and that

(1) [<p(s+ t) - <p(s+ vt)}/(l - v)t ^ c6(1)(s + vt).

Therefore, by integration by parts,

VarF =   f   | U(t)V™(t) + V(t)U™(t) \ dt
J 0

(2)

U(l)Vm(t)dt.
o

By(l),

<   . U(1)(j+ "<)}' < /   5   V ((5 + vtWl)(s + vt)\ ' < ^

where C is an absolute finite constant. Now (2) shows that it is sufficient to

prove that W(t) = U(t) FC1)(/) has a uniformly bounded integral over (0,  00).

We proceed to prove this.

By virtue of (1),

U^(s + vt)}'-1
W(t)   ^(k+   1)S'V   -^-i--y'- Cb^(s +   Vt)

\<b(s+ l)}'

Uw(s+ vt)}'"'
^  (k +  l)s*V  -i-V-^-^- *(2>(J + »')•

\cp(s + vl)}'
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Now, for every 7">0,

rT                 k+l      rT d{<pm(s + vt)}'
I    W(t)dt£-s* ~—-y-

Jo K Jo {(b(s + vl)}'

k+ l { 0<1'(J + vt))' T rT  |0(1)(* + »O}"+1
= -<s->        + (ft + l)vs' I       —.-:-dt

k      {     (b(s + vl)   )     o Jo        {4>(s + vt)}'+1

= Ti+ T2, say.

We see that Tx is uniformly bounded, while

rT((s + vt)(bW(s + vt)) "+1      s"vdl
T2 = (ft + 1) \--^—^--\-

Jo    I <b(s + vt) )       (s+vt)'+i

/•T       s'vdl-<C,
o    (s + vf)*1

where C is an absolute finite constant.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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